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Introduction

We’ve spent a lot of time thinking about breath lately. Three years ago, we wrote, here, about Black Lives Matter within the context of libraries and information science (LIS) (Gibson et al., 2017). We wrote, then, that communities of color were in crisis and living in terror and talked about the history and responsibilities of libraries – as social and political infrastructure, and as spaces for developing communal knowledge and facilitating community action. We wrote about the dangers of neutrality and how the concept of neutrality is often used to support status quo in information organizations and to ignore the work of movements like the Movement for Black Lives. And then we watched for three years, as our institutions failed to respond to increasing threats on communities of color, LGBTQIA+ folks, and disabled folks, claiming “neutral” positions on questions of safety and existential threat for Black people, Indigenous people and other people of color (BIPOC) and others. We watched continued debates over white supremacists meetings in libraries (LaRue, 2018), protection of trans people (“revoke the Library of the Year 2020 award,” n.d.), and whether Confederate statues were more important than living, breathing Black people (Palmer and Wessler, 2018).

In February of 2020, 25 year-old Ahmaud Arbery was jogging near his home, when he was shot and killed by three white men whose “instincts” told them that he was a thief (Fausset, 2020).

COVID-19 first introduced itself to the world as a respiratory disease. By the time we realized that it would not just “go away” (Washington Post n.d.), it had spread up and down the Western United States and was quickly taking hold in large and small cities across the country. By March of 2020, most of the United States – like most of the world – was shut in, trying to slow the progress of a disease that could hang in the air and smother us slowly.
On March 13, Breonna Taylor, a 26-year old EMT was shot 8 times in her home by plainclothes officers executing a nighttime no-knock warrant (Jr and Taylor, 2020). The warrant was for another person, in another home (miles away), who was already in police custody.

Millions of Americans found themselves out of work or furloughed as COVID-19 pushed states to shut down. Libraries, schools, and universities across the country closed their doors to public traffic. Many low-income workers (many who were Black and Latinx) were labeled “frontline” or “essential” - ineligible to work from home (Kendi, 2020), and many others simply could not afford to stop working in high risk, high contact positions. Soon, the effects of a one-time federal stimulus payment began to wear off (Werner and DeBonis, 2020). With limited financial support from federal and state governments, extended stay-at-home orders, and the president vocally complaining about COVID shut-downs (Associated Press, 2020), frustration and tension began to boil over. While lockdown protests occurred globally, protests in the U.S. took on a particular racial and political dimension. The news showed mostly white, armed groups storming streets and statehouses around the country (“Armed lockdown protesters in Michigan statehouse,” 2020; Fernandez and Montgomery, 2020). We saw image after image of stoic police officers, doctors, and nurses quietly facing screaming protestors who wore firearms, but no masks. In response to this pressure, and despite rising infection and hospitalization rates in much of the country, many public and private institutions soon began to “open,” dismantling protections for workers.

On May 25, George Floyd was killed by a police officer in Minneapolis in front of a convenience store (Taylor, 2020). The officer kneeled on Mr. Floyd’s neck for almost 9 minutes, ignoring his pleas for help. His killing, recorded and shared across the country, echoed a cry that many Black people in the U.S. know well - “I can’t breathe.”
Many Black people could see parallels between disproportionate COVID-19 hospitalizations and deaths (CDC, 2020) at the hands of institutions that considered their lives to be acceptable sacrifices for jump-starting the economy, and deaths at the hands of police officers and “vigilantes” who considered them acceptable sacrifices for the maintenance of a one-sided “order.”

The next day, protests began in Minneapolis and spread around the world.

**Institutions rush to speak**

Police responses to the protests were swift and violent, drawing further condemnation domestically and abroad. In response, many public-facing learning and information institutions began to issue statements in early June. These statements ranged from general affirmations that ‘racism is bad and diversity is good’ (Hlywak, 2020a) to specific indictments against police brutality (Sellie, 2020) and historically contextualized reflections (Oakland Public Library Racial Equity Team, 2020). Non-exhaustive lists of these statements have been compiled by American Library Association (ALA) past-president Loida Garcia-Febo (2020) and InfoDocket (Price, 2020).

Libraries were not the only organizations to issue sympathetic but sometimes solipsistic statements of support. Many corporations, universities, and non-profits also issued statements that appeared to focus more on reputation management than on attempts to learn how institutional racism manifests, or any concrete plans for action to protect their workers and communities (Graves and Jarvis, 2020). Many were so focused on the optics of protest that they could not see the connections between workplace protections for Black workers who were disproportionately affected by COVID-19 and the Movement for Black Lives. While some
libraries have included explicit actions and resources in their statements (JMU Libraries, 2020; Mudrock, 2020), it is unclear how many addressed specific issues, like anti-racist values, institutional complicity in systemic white supremacy, and long-term plans for action and accountability.

Reactions to these statements have been mixed. In private correspondence, several BIPOC information workers have remarked that their organizations were eager to issue statements but have not worked to create anti-racist cultures or dismantle internal cultures of white supremacy. Others felt tokenized, mentioning that they had been asked to help craft these statements only because of their ethnic or racial identities, and on very short timelines. Additionally, many BIPOC library workers, familiar with the historic and continual centering of whiteness in the profession (Westbrooks, 2020) and the fleeting and fragile nature of white attention to racial issues, hesitated to take on the risk of crafting authentic messages.

While the multitude of statements may have helped start conversations about white supremacy in the field, institutions must commit to action and accountability if they want to make change. In the words of Nancy S. Kirkpatrick (OhioNET Executive Director and CEO), “Show us, don’t tell us” (Kirkpatrick, 2020). Organizations should ask, “Why make this statement now? What do we hope to accomplish? What hard truths and uncomfortable reckonings are we prepared to face?” Many fear this recent rush of goodwill has largely been performative and will be short-lived, but if it has opened the door to progress, we welcome the opportunity for meaningful change.

No neutral ground

When discussing issues of racial justice, there is no neutral ground. As Dr. King said, "To ignore evil is to become an accomplice to it" (King, Jr., 1966). Ray (2019) posits that many
organizations, despite frequent claims of “race-neutral bureaucratic structures” operate under racial ideologies that can be divined by examination of the organization’s rules and resources (or power structures). LIS - like some other fields - has long used the concept of neutrality as cover for ignoring and reproducing white supremacist policies and organizational structures (Bourg, 2014; Gibson et al., 2017; Hathcock, 2015).

During the 2018 annual meeting, the ALA Presidential Program included a debate over the question: Are Libraries Neutral? James LaRue, former director of the ALA’s Office of Intellectual Freedom defined neutrality as “the refusal to deny people access to a shared resource just because we don’t like the way they think" (LaRue, 2018). While it seemed reasonable on its face, LaRue’s definition sidestepped questions about contemporaneous (and contemporary) threats of violence against community members. LaRue’s assertion that neutrality assures everyone “a seat at the table” assumes that there are 'very good' people on both sides of the table and ignores existential threats like violence and risk of serious illness.

Library and Information Science’s complicity in supporting and creating oppressive and racist laws and policies have implicated the field in the "history of the United States [as] a history of settler colonialism, of slavery, of segregation, and of state-sponsored discrimination" (ALA, 2018). How does this history of oppression play out today? From policy to programming to people, libraries, information organizations, and companies that build information systems are uniquely positioned to inflict structural violence on BIPOC. They continue to do so by claiming “neutrality” while creating surveillance, educational, and health care systems that disproportionately harm BIPOC communities.
We are hopeful that this moment pushes library and information organizations to embrace a stance focused on social responsibility (Phenix and McCook, 2005). What could the nation’s future look like if the profession tasked with teaching children and adults about information, misinformation, media literacy, data and science literacy eschewed the myth of institutional neutrality, adopted anti-racist practices, and empowered oppressed members of our communities? In his Nobel Peace Prize acceptance speech, Elie Wiesel tells us: "We must take sides. Neutrality helps the oppressor, never the victim. Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented. Sometimes we must interfere" (Wiesel, 1986). Three years ago, we asked for an institutional response to support marginalized communities. LIS has failed to give a meaningful response, claiming "neutrality" instead. We hope that this moment has made it clear that we cannot and must not claim that libraries for everyone while upholding racist and oppressive systems. The time has come to interfere.

More than a Trend

The deaths of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd have elicited new levels of fervor and rage from people, many of whom appear to be recognizing and acknowledging racism, systemic oppression, Black Lives Matter, and police brutality for the first time. It’s difficult to pinpoint exactly why these three deaths ignited a need for change, as Black deaths at the hands of police have been innumerable and have “gone viral” on social media in the past. Perhaps the COVID-19 global pandemic created a perfect storm, facilitating this new wave of personal revelations. But will these new convictions be long-lasting or is this just a trend that will dissipate in a few months?

The number of anti-racist resources and calls for anti-racist action that emerged immediately after George Floyd’s death was staggering. And then, after a few weeks, social media feeds
began to return to “normal,” with fewer requests for recommendations. Perhaps those quick readings of Di’Angelo’s *White Fragility* and Kendi’s *How to be Anti-Racist* did the trick? We know that antiracism work is not, and has never been, that simple. The stakes are high and sparks of outrage can only carry us so far. Anti-racism work takes time, effort, and intentionality (Cooke, 2020); it’s a long game, and reading and increasing awareness are only the first step. Learners, who will hopefully develop into allies, must also develop a critical consciousness\(^1\), and then must commit to action.

Libraries and ALA have the opportunity to take action and to demonstrate that this moment is more than a passing fad. On June 26, 2020, the American Library Association released a statement entitled *ALA takes responsibility for past racism, pledges a more equitable association*, acknowledging that the ALA was built on “systemic racism and discrimination,” and recognizing “hurt and harm done to BIPOC library workers and communities due to these racist structures” (Hlywak, 2020b). On the same day, Black employees at the Free Library of Philadelphia sent an open letter to their administration complaining that they have routinely experienced racism and discriminatory treatment in the workplace. We are eager to see how their administration (and, more broadly, the ALA) will respond. Will they fulfill their pledge to create a more equitable organization? Or will they need to wait for the next antiracism trend to act?

**At what cost?**

\(^1\) Developing a critical consciousness involves the recognition of system inequities and being aware of the damage these inequities over time.
Anti-racism protests are not the only equity issue facing LIS at this moment. Resurgences of COVID-19 in many states continue to threaten the nation, putting disabled and chronically ill, older, and BIPOC “frontline” workers (such as library workers who interface with the public) at increased risk for hospitalization and death. According to the CDC, “non-Hispanic black persons, Hispanics and Latinos, and American Indians/Alaska Natives, evidence points to higher rates of hospitalization or death from COVID-19 than among non-Hispanic white persons” (CDC, 2020).

Public-facing institutions have had to confront decisions about when to open their doors and how to provide services while maintaining appropriate protective measures. The ALA surveyed 3,800 libraries across the 50 states and found that 37% plan to reopen by July, while 47% do not have plans to open anytime soon (ALA, 2020). Many libraries have started bringing their employees back from work-at-home arrangements and furloughs to offer public-facing services like curbside lending, librarian consultations by appointment, and computer and technology services. Several employees have expressed anger about returning to work because of preexisting health issues, dangers to vulnerable family members, and general concerns about contracting the disease. To make library re-openings possible, librarians have had to implement new safety protocols, such as quarantining materials and offering curbside services (Harris, 2020). Even so, many have expressed that the return to library buildings, with the country still at a height of the pandemic, is too much, too soon.

It isn’t clear that policymakers and institutional leader understand workers’ realities on the ground. In April, a report for governors on reopening issued from Johns Hopkins University...
initially described libraries as “a low-risk environment, meaning contact with other people is brief, ‘fairly distant’ and with a few people” (Poon, 2020). The report provoked such a hostile response from librarians that it was eventually revised (Rosenbaum, 2020). Callan Bignoll, the director of the library at Olin College of Engineering commented, “they're thinking libraries are quiet and chill, with airy reading rooms where people just grab books off the shelves and don’t interact with each other. That is absolutely not the case.” The report later reclassified libraries as medium to high risk when they function as “community centers” (Poon, 2020).

Epidemics and pandemics like COVID-19 are known to expose fundamental racial and socio-economic inequities (Link and Phelan, 1995). As protests against anti-Black racial violence and extrajudicial killings continue, the connections between these two pandemics becomes clearer. COVID-19, which has caused the deaths of over 130,000 Americans to date, has been fed by the same racism and disregard for life as the racism that killed George Floyd over a $20 bill. The same value system that prioritizes property over people in policing justifies the collateral deaths of people of color, poor people, and disabled and chronically ill people for economic growth. As COVID-19 hospitalization rates begin to rise, we are learning that there is a universal cost to sacrificing our most vulnerable. As the country pushes to reopen, we should ask ourselves, what is the risk and to whom?

Possibilities for Pan-ethnic Solidarity: Asian Americans and the Movement for Black Lives

The global Movement for Black Lives has seen a groundswell of support over the past month as protests have expanded beyond the U.S., Canada, and the U.K. (Thousand Currents, n.d.) to countries all over the world (Dalton, 2020). Within a couple of weeks after the killing of George
Floyd, protests had also sprung up in Australia (Regan et al., 2020), South Africa (O’Dowd and Hagan, 2020), the Republic of Korea (“Rally held in central Seoul to support Black Lives Matter movement,” 2020), and many other countries. This support has been echoed by calls for pan-ethnic solidarity within the United States.

The history of relations between Asian Americans and Black Americans in the U.S. is long and complicated (Lang, 2020). This recent movement toward solidarity with Black communities in Korean American (and Korean) communities presents a sharp contrast to the anti-Black sentiment widely held before, during, and after many previous protest movements, such as the 1992 Los Angeles uprisings. Support for the Movement for Black Lives has extended quickly into popular culture in and outside of Korea.

The current situation is further complicated by the fact that one of the four police officers charged with George Floyd’s murder is Hmong. Prominent Asian Americans have disagreed on whether (and how much) Tou Thao’s Asianness implicates Asian American communities as complicit in upholding white supremacy and perpetuating anti-Blackness (Kang, 2020; Westerman et al., 2020; Yang, 2020). It is becoming clearer, however, that institutionalized white supremacy harms us all, and we need a shared movement to dismantle it. With ongoing police brutality, the detention of families along the southern border, ongoing threats to Indigenous sovereignty, and the resurgence of anti-Asian racism during the COVID-19 pandemic, Asian American communities should take this opportunity to help build a stronger, broader, pan-ethnic movement to dismantle white supremacy.
This need exists within LIS programs as well. While Asian and Asian American faculty are statistically well-represented in LIS programs, few actually teach and research on topics related to racism and white supremacy; hopefully this current moment motivates them to educate themselves in earnest so that they may be more anti-racist in teaching and research. While LIS programs talk at length about multiculturalism and diversity, their reluctance to confront racism has largely left the field unable to recruit and retain BIPOC faculty (Cooke, 2019; Gibson and Hughes-Hassell, 2017), students, or library practitioners - a testament to its white supremacist culture (Hathcock, 2015; Honma, 2005). Asian and Asian American LIS faculty must familiarize themselves with work written by other colleagues of color (e.g., We Here, 2020), and resources that help us understand and interrogate institutional, structural, and individual racism (e.g., Cooke, 2020). Faculty must educate students and communities about the histories of racism, white supremacy, and anti-Blackness, specifically but not only in LIS, and present case studies of librarians who are activating on behalf of and together with their communities. Students and data scientists should use their skills and expertise to track trends in police brutality, the spread of anti-Asian racism, and other social issues. We can look to previous pan-ethnic movements as models: the solidarity among Asian and Latinx farm workers in California; the Third World Liberation Front demanding ethnic studies at San Francisco State University; and the diverse coalition fighting for justice for Vincent Chin.

As anti-Asian racism punctures the myth of the Model Minority and as more people realize that in fact Black Lives do Matter, LIS professionals must reflect on the gaps in our knowledge and the steps we must take to ensure that we are working together to dismantle white supremacy. Our communities are in crisis. We need each other.
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